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What is Cryptography
Secure communication in the presence of 
adversarial behavior.
Unreadable for interceptors
Verifiable documents



  

Why Cryptography
Privacy – nobody else is getting wiser
Security – nobody else can impersonate

Both are also false
Revoking a signature is impossible
Trusting only on cryptography is stupid



  

Cryptography basis
Symmetrical

Both parties know the same secret
Keep the secret a secret
Fast

A-Symmetrical
Public / Private keys (your webserver certificate)

Hashing
From data to hash is easy
From hash to data is hard (should be)



  

Cryptography basis
Do not invent crypto yourself!
Do not write your own crypto!
Use libraries and well used software
If in doubt: use libsodium (will explain later)



  

Hashing
Works one way (data => hash)
One bit changed, output is very different



  

Cryptography: Symmetrical
Can be very fast on a lot of data
Use the right options
Keeping the secret secret
is the hardest thing in the 
world (memory leak, cpu leaks,
user input, program input, ..)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_cipher_mode_of_operation



  

Cryptography: A-symmetrical
Pro: The best since sliced bread
Con: As slow as slicing bread
Keeping the key a secret is work
How do you know who the
other side is?
How to agree on a shared secret?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography



  

Cryptography: Diffie Hellman
Clever way to get common secret
Paint illustrates it
Software does it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffie%E2%80%93Hellman_key_exchange



  

Public/Private: RSA v.s. EC 
RSA numbers look great ^W large
EC numbers look small (256 bits)
RSA uses prime numbers
Not all numbers are primes.
Finding primes is very hard
Getting just random bits (EC)
is very fast

https://www.jscape.com/blog/should-i-start-using-4096-bit-rsa-keys



  

What’s that EC?
Elyptic Curves – They are new (since 2006)
Used everywhere on the internet (hello IPv6?)
Smaller
Faster
Different Curves

RFC 4492



  

The curves
Most are from NIST (famous NSA help)
25519 is the best these days
Ed25519 / X25519

https://safecurves.cr.yp.to/



  

What operations?
Encrypting
Decryption
Sign
Verify



  

Operations: the real basics
A public key is always a calculation from the 
private key
ALWAYS. That’s why they are a pair
The other way around doesn’t work.
It’s safe to publish the public key



  

Encrypt / Decrypt (Sym)
Is just calculating with large numbers:

the secret key
Message limited to size of the number
Repeat if necessary (blocks)



  

Encrypt (A-Sym)
Is just calculating with large numbers:

the private key
Message limited to size of the number
Repeat if neccesary (blocks)



  

Decrypt (A-Sym)
Is just calculating with large numbers:

the public key
Message limited to size of the number
Repeat if necessary (blocks)



  

Sign
Is just calculating with large numbers:

the private key
Message limited to size of the number
Calculate a hash from the document
Encrypt the hash for the public key



  

Verify
Is just calculating with large numbers:

the public key
Message limited to size of the number
Calculate a hash from the document
Decrypt the hash as signed with the public key
Compare the 2 hashes



  

Show me: The private key



  

Show me: The public key

https://lapo.it/asn1js/



  

Show me: Sign some data



  

Show me: The decryption



  

Show me what happened



  

It’s all ASN1 inside ASN1
ASN1 is used everywhere, so the padded thing 
is too.



  

But that’s POW
Yes, large number “powers of” are slow
Computers are efficient
For verify only a hash is needed, they are not that 
large
Hashing can be very fast depending on the hash
And very insecure depending on the hash



  

Encrypting: Nested usage
Encrypt the document with symmetrical encryption
Use a random password for this
Encrypt this random password for the others public 
key
Include the encrypted password into the document



  

How to do that?
Use libraries
Libsodium

No wrong defaults

Openssl:
CMS
SMIME



  

Libsodium?
It is a portable, cross-
compilable, installable, 
packageable fork of NaCl, 
with a compatible API, and 
an extended API to improve 
usability even further.
https://doc.libsodium.org/



  

Keep your private key private
Hardware can support you
TPM
Smartcards
Yubikey / skey/ nitrokey / …



  

Hardware best practice
Let the hardware calculate the keys
Do the decryption from the shared key on CPU
RSA is slow, use EC



  

Hardware best practice
Let the hardware calculate the keys
Do the decryption from the shared key on CPU
RSA is slow, use EC
RSA is SLOW!!!!!!! use EC!
OpenSSL has support via pkcs11
Mostly X25519 is not supported :-(



  

A private key is private
Inside an hardware module this counts really
If the module breaks your key is gone
Backups not always possible
Consult an expert for real world applications



  

Example TPM
Sealed key means: Encrypted piece of data used as password somewhere
Real encryption key is very safe in TPM
Software requests a shared secret
Encryption key is plaintext communicated

https://www.secura.com/nl/blog/tpm-sniffing-attacks-against-non-bitlocker-targets



  

TLS
ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
ECDHE
RSA
AES (256 bits) (GCM modus)
SHA384



  

TLS : ECDHE
ECDHE

Both sides invent a new (ephemeral, short term)
EC key
Do Diffie-Hellman on these EC keys
Have a shared secret in the end



  

TLS : RSA
Use RSA for authentication (certificates)



  

TLS: AES256-GCM
Encryptes all the data sent over with AES 256 
in GCM mode

Galois/Counter Mode



  

TLS: SHA384
Uses SHA384 for hashing

Used for data integrety, so you know the data is
not changed by errors.



  

What to use
Keys: EC (X25519 if possible else NIST P-256)
POLY1305 else SHA2-512
CHACHA20 or AES (GCM or CBC)



  

Run away if used:
RSA < 2048
SHA1, MD5 or older
DES, 3DES, ….
No encryption
“Militairy grade” encryption



  

There’s a XKCD for everything

https://xkcd.com/538/



  

Not an XKCD for everything yet
Revoking signatures (a public encryption
   made with a private key) can not be revoked
The public key is public – widely known!
The signature is public – widely known!

https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2020/11/16/ok-google-please-publish-your-dkim-secret-keys/

https://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2020/11/16/ok-google-please-publish-your-dkim-secret-keys/


  

Questions
Example question:

Is base64 encryption?
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